
Resolutions! 

The point building and balancing game where you have to multiply to win. 

Build up sets of healthy activities, with not too many indulgences. 

But don't be too strict or you'll run out of cards.

Designed for up to 6 players

Contents:

This game contains the following items;

One Page Rulebook

156 cards in 3 sets, 120 Junk cards, 120 Health Cards, and 18 Balance cards

Plenty of tokens in 6 colours. Not too many needed

Digital copies include a single PDF file, with one rules page, and double sided pages of 9 cards each

for simple printing. Junk and Health Cards should be printed twice, but game is playable with a 

single printing

Set-up:

Shuffle the cards, and deal 3 cards to each player, and place the deck in the middle.

Objectives: 

The goal of the game is to get points for healthy activities, with consecutive activities multiplying 

points. Junk cards break up consecutive sets, and also cost points. They don not multiply when 

played consecutively.  Junk cards allow players to draw cards when played. Running out of cards 

means the player must ask another player to play a card for him, which may not be ideal. 

Playing:

On a turn, a player must play one card from their hand into a row in front of them. Each card is 

played in sequence with the previous one. Health cards played on consecutive turns should be 

placed to overlap, indicating a set. Non-set cards should be placed in order without touching the 

previous card. 

If the player does not wish to play a card, they may discard instead.

The current set refers to the last card played and any cards in the same set. If a set has been ended 

with a balance card, that player has no current set until their next turn.

Scoring:

Each card has a set number of points assigned to it, health cards count positively, junk cards deduct 

from your score. Each set of health cards are multiplied in order to determine the value of a set. A 

card with a value of one (1) is added to the previous card (after it has been multiplied by it's 

preceding card, if any) in the set. Some cards specify that they may not be combined into a set with 

some other cards. Balance cards may effect the amount or distribution of points.

Winning:

Once all cards in the deck, including the discard pile, which is reshuffled once the deck runs out, the

game is over. All players count the points in play, decuct junk cards in play, and deduct any junk 

cards in their hand from their score.










































